Abstract-Traffic aware precoder/decoder design in multi-cell multi-user multiple-input multiple-output systems is considered with the objective of weighted queue minimization, where the original non-convex optimization problem is solved via successive convex approximation. Centralized pilot reuse algorithms for mitigating the pilot contamination are investigated to reflect the traffic aware optimization objective. Distinctive feature of the proposed pilot reuse algorithms is to utilize the user buffer state information jointly with the traditional large scale fading values when allocating the limited pilot resources among the served users. Numerical examples compare the performance of the proposed pilot reuse algorithms for varying number of available pilots and different traffic arrival models. The results demonstrate that significant performance gains are available when the pilot allocation strategy is designed to reflect closely the overall system optimization objective.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is foretold that there is an enormous interest for mobile data traffic in the forthcoming years [1] . Small-cell deployment is identified as a promising way to satisfy this forever growing traffic in mobile data networks. This can be achieved with the use of a large number of small cells with very short coverage in addition to macro/micro cells, in high mobile data traffic areas [2] . At the same time, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques can be employed to increase the spectral efficiency and improve the reliability of the mobile network [3] . Furthermore, MIMO systems can be used to mitigate the interference induced in multi-cell systems with the coordinated beamformer design [4] - [7] .
Various studies on the coordinated beamforming design to optimize the network utilities such as weighted sum rate (WSR), energy efficiency and weighted queue were proposed for multi-cell multi-user MIMO systems. [4] - [9] . These studies consider designing beamformers in a centralized and decentralized manner with different coordination assumptions. Accurate estimation of channel state information (CSI) at the base station (BS) is essential for beamformer design in a multi-user multi-cell MIMO system. However, the number of orthogonal pilot sequences that can be used for channel estimation process is limited especially for a short coherence interval and/or a long channel delay spread [10] , [11] . Hence, a large multi-cell MIMO network experiences the pilot contamination effect, due to interference from non-orthogonal pilots. Thus, it would be a limiting factor on the performance of multicell MIMO systems. The impact of pilot contamination and ways to mitigate this effect have been studied for multicell MIMO systems [12] - [15] . Blind pilot decontamination is considered in [12] . They proposed a channel predicting approach by utilizing the properties of random matrix theory. In [13] , spatial correlation properties are utilized for reusing the pilot resources among users with sufficient angular separation. Achievable rates in a contaminated multiuser MIMO system is analyzed for massive MIMO [14] and for precoding based on MMSE [15] is analyzed by using of large scale fading.
Motivated by above concerns, we consider precoder/decoder design to minimize total backlogged packets of a multicell multi-user MIMO system with the availability of limited pilot resources. The weighted queue minimization approach from [9] is used as the framework to solve the beamformer optimization problem. Moreover, centralized pilot reuse algorithms are investigated for mitigating the pilot contamination to reflect the traffic aware optimization objective of the beamformer design. Proposed pilot reuse algorithms are utilizing details of traditional large-scale fading and the user buffers. Then, we proposed a channel estimation method to extract the individual channel from the contaminated channels by using the large-scale fading information. Proposed decontamination methods numerically investigated in comparison to perfect CSI case and random pilot allocation scheme.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the system model and in Section III, we formulate the weighted queue minimization problem. Section IV presents the proposed pilot decontamination methods and Section V presents the numerical examples. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL We consider a multi-cell multi-user MIMO system operating in time division duplexing (TDD) mode. The multi-cell network consists of N BSs and K users. Each BS i and user k is equipped with N T and N R antennas, respectively. We denote the set of BS indices as B, the set of users that are served by BS i is denoted as U i and set U represents all users 978-1-5386-3873-6/17/$31.00 c 2017 IEEE in the system. The number of users in BS i is |U i |. Data for user k is transmitted from only one BS which is denoted by b k ∈ B. Furthermore, we assume the channel reciprocity of the wireless channel to obtain the CSI.
The estimated received data x l,k corresponding to lth spatial stream at the down-link (DL) user k can be expressed as,
where m l,k ∈ C N T ×1 is the transmit beamformer at the DL BS b for user k on the lth spatial stream, w l,k ∈ C N R ×1 is the receive beamforming vector at the DL user k. The BS-User channel is denoted as H b,k ∈ C N R ×N T . Additive noise vector for user k on the l spatial stream is n l,k ∼ CN (0, N 0 ). The data symbol for DL user k on the lth spatial stream is denoted as d l,k and L = min(N T , N R ) is the maximum number of spatial streams.
Assuming the independent detection of data streams, we can write the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the DL user k as,
whereN 0 = N 0 w l,k 2 denotes the equivalent noise variance.
Let Q k be the number of queued packets at a given scheduling instant for DL user. The total number of queued packets at the (i + 1)th time instant at DL BS destined to user k is given by
where [x] + ≡ max {x, 0}, t k is the transmission rate to DL user . Instantaneous traffic generated at the time instant i for DL user is denoted λ k (i) . Also, for SINR γ l,k , the maximum rate achieved is upperbounded by t l,k ≤ log 2 (1 + γ l,k ) .
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider weighted q -norm queue minimization for the downlink transmission considering the queues destined to DL users with power constraints on the DL BSs. In this section, we follow the same optimization frame work used in [9] . However, for the sake of clarity, we summarize the basic steps. The queue deviation metric is defined as
Then, define the optimization objective as k∈U a k |Ψ k | q , where a k ∀k are the weighting factors used to prioritize users based on the quality of service (QoS) constraints. Note that the objective includes an implicit rate constraint Q k − L l=1 t l,k ≥ 0 . Then, the optimization problem can be formulated by relaxing the SINR expressions as inequality constraints and introducing new variables γ l,k , and β l,k as minimize
k Ψ k are the elements of the vectorΨ . The BS specific power constraint is considered in (5d). The q norm is used to provide the tradeoff between fairness and sum queue minimization.
This is a non-convex optimization problem with the optimization variables of m l,k , w l,k , γ l,k , β l,k (∀l, k). Note that (5d) is the only convex constraint with the involved variables. For fixed receivers w l,k , (5c) can be written as a second-order cone (SOC) constraint. Now, by using the first order Taylor approximation around the operating point, we can approximate (5b) as [9] , [16] - [19] 
where define
and
} be a minimizer from the previous SCA iteration. In summary, for fixed receiversw l,k and operating pointψ l,k the relaxed convex subproblem for finding transmit precoders is given by
subject to (6) and (5d) (8b)
Now, the optimal receivers for fixed transmit precodersm l,k are obtained by minimizing (5) w.r.t. w l,k as minimize
Then, repeat the steps in (8) and (9) until the objective is converged [9] .
IV. PILOT DECONTAMINATION
The proposed precoder/decoder beamformer algorithm is a centralized design assuming TDD mode. Thus, in order to solve the above optimization problem (5), all the BSuser channels should be perfectly known to the centralized unit. As per the TDD mode assumption, we employ uplink training to estimate CSI at the BS with the use of channel reciprocity. Then we assume that BSs inform all the user channels to the centralized unit. The centralized unit estimates the transmit precoders with the available information. Then, it distributes the transmit precoders to the BSs. However, in a large multiuser multi-cell MIMO environment, we may run out of orthogonal pilot sequences which are available for uplink training. This is mainly due to the limitation of coherence bandwidth and coherence time of the wireless communication channel [10] , [11] . Thus, we have to share the same pilot resource with other users in nearby cells for the channel estimation process. As a result, pilot interference from neighboring cells would limit the accuracy of the estimated channel. Therefore, the channel estimates obtained in the cell of interest are contaminated by signals transmitted by users in the other cells. This is called the pilot contamination.
The effect of pilot contamination and its decontamination have been studied in numerous papers in the context of multicell MIMO system [12] - [15] . However, most of these studies were focussed on investigating this effect for massive MIMO systems. Hence, they proposed the solutions using statistical properties of random matrix theory and often assuming simple match filter/channel hardening. Moreover, most of these studies considered repetitive pilot assignments over the cells. This is a very inefficient assumption to study the performance because the number of users scheduled in a given time instant may differ one cell to another. Additionally, according to the author's knowledge, there have been very limited studies on pilot decontamination while optimizing network utility such as weighted queue minimization. Hence, it is important to study the above precoder/decoder design (5), in a limited pilot resources environment. Pilot contamination effect of the system can be demoted in several ways, such as allocating pilots to minimize the pilot overlap and using clever channel estimation algorithms. In this section, we discuss the ways to mitigate this pilot contamination in such a way that it supports the original optimization objective. Here, we suggest 3 types of pilot decontamination methods, named Logarithmically weighted interference to signal ratio (ISR) based decontamination, Queue based decontamination and Hybrid decontamination.
A. Logarithmically weighted ISR based decontamination
One way to mitigate pilot contamination from the system is the use of intelligent pilot allocation, that minimizes the interference of the contaminated channel. Here, we are presenting a novel pilot allocation algorithm by using path loss details.
When two users share the same pilot sequence, both BSUser channels are corrupted by each other. Assuming both users have the same transmit powers, the distance between interfering users is considered as a dominant factor when assigning pilots to each other. We can get a rough idea about the distance between interfering users using long-term statistics (i.e. path loss details) of the BS-user channels. Here, we define the utility function R Pi for pilot i ∈ {1, ..., N } that shared with set of users P i ⊂ U as,
where S k is the path gain between the user k and its serving BS b k , I j is the path gain between the user j and adjacent BS b k . Here, we use this logarithmic ISR term to provide fairness among users (otherwise strong user could dominate among all P i ). Also, 1+ term is to make the utility function always positive. Then the unconstrained minimization problem which is used for the pilot allocation is given by,
Note that the objective (11) is minimizing total rate loss induced due to pilot contamination. However, the correlation between beamformer design and the pilot allocation algorithm is less as the beamformer design utilizes user traffic information for optimization algorithm and pilot allocation algorithm does not. For example, two users may assign into the same pilot with larger queues. Those users may minimize (11) while destroying the objective of (5).
B. Queue based decontamination
Since the performance of the earlier method is constrained without user buffer details, we propose user buffer based decontamination method. In order to avoid the earlier scenario, users with less packets in the buffer are grouped into same pilot. Here, we define utility function W Pi as,
where Q k is the queued packets at the user k. Then the pilot allocation based on the unconstrained minimization problem is given by,
By grouping users with lower buffer, we are trying to lower the interference to the users with larger queues. However, in this method two nearby users may use the same pilot which may negatively affect to the objective in (5) . Note that user buffers are used only for the pilot allocation algorithm while path loss details will be used to estimate the channels as in the Section IV-D. Thus, this is more like a pilot decontamination method which uses both user buffer details and path loss details.
C. Hybrid decontamination
Both pilot allocation algorithms were discussed above have their own limitations. Even though they are trying to allocate pilots in the best possible way, it may not be matched with the objective of the original precoder/decoder design. Therefore, we propose a pilot allocation algorithm which utilizes both user buffer and path loss details for pilot allocation. Here, we define the utility function G Pi as,
Here, logarithmic ISR term is used for the same reason mentioned in Section IV-A, to provide fairness among users. Then the unconstrained minimization problem used for the pilot allocation can be formulated as,
Since the Hybrid method uses both user buffer and path loss information, highly interfering users will not be assigned to users with larger buffers. Therefore, this approach is quite supportive to the objective in original optimization problem (5) . Above decontamination algorithms in (11), (13) and (15) need exhaustive search to obtain the optimal pilot allocation. However, as the number of users in the network increases, it requires lots of computational time. Thus, we use a simplified algorithm which provides quite similar results. Proposed decontamination methods are summarized as in Algorithm 1.
D. Channel estimation
In a contaminated channel, desired user channel is corrupted by the other user channels due to several users are sharing the same pilot for uplink training. However, we need to estimate each BS-user channel (desired BS-user and interference channels) individually to apply for the optimization framework in (5). We can model the contaminated channel which uses the pilot resource i as,
where H i is the contaminated channel that used the pilot resource i and H i j is the BS-user j channel. In order to separately estimate each BS-user channels, we require the pilot reuse information and BS-user path loss details. Hence we can estimate the desired user channelĤ i k as [20] 
Algorithm 1 Piloc Decontamination Algorithm (11), (13) and (15) 7:
Update pilot assignment P = P 1 ∪ ... ∪ P N 8: End 9: For c = 1, ..., y − 2 For i = 1, ..., N For j ∈ P do: 10: Estimate X Pi ; From (10), (12) Update pilot assignment P = P 1 ∪ ... ∪ P N 14: End End where g j are the path loss information of the user j.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Performance of pilot reuse methods is investigated by changing simulation parameters such as traffic arrival rate and number of available pilot resources. In the simulation model, we consider 3 sectored 7 cell wrap-up model with 2 users in each sector. The number of antennas at each BS is N T = 4 and the number of antennas at each user terminal is N R = 2. The simulation environment is modeled as the [21] . Poisson arrival process is used to model the traffic generation in a given time instance at the DL BSs for user k, λ k (i) ∼ Pois(A k ) with the average number of traffic arrivals of A k = E i {λ D k } packets or bits. Also, pilots within the same cell are considered to be orthogonal and 20% of users considered to be idle (empty buffers). All the simulations are obtained with 50 iterations per user drop. Fig. 1 presents the comparison of each pilot reuse method when the available number of pilots is equal to 15. The average arrival rate ( k A k /K) over all users is considered in the x-axis. Asymmetric traffic is generated with 3 user groups such as user group 1 consisting of one-third of the users with average arrival rate 0.5A k , user group 2 consisting of half of the users with average arrival rate A k and user group 3 consisting of one-sixth of the users with average arrival rate 2A k . Several user groups are considered to observe the impact of traffic variation for each pilot decontamination method. Perfect CSI case (orthogonal pilots case which requires 42 pilots to estimate all the channels perfectly) and Random pilot allocations (randomly assigned pilots to each user and uses the approach presented in Section IV-D for the channel estimation) are used as the reference scenarios. Apart from the Random pilot allocation, the Queue based case provides the worst pilot decontaminated performance. This is due to highly interfering users are allocating to the same pilot resource. The Path loss based method and the Hybrid method provide considerably better performance. The Logarithmically weighted ISR based method works well here due to this algorithm finds the user groups which have minimum interference to each other. Which indeed help to find individual channels with the very small error from (17) . Thus the overall effect to precoder/decoder design would be minimal. However, in a heavy interference environment, users with high buffers may assign to the same pilot resource. That can be affected badly to the overall system throughput. By using both path loss and buffer states, the Hybrid method provides better performance than other approaches. This is because of the objectives of the precoder/decoder design and pilot reuse utility function are correlated. Fig. 2 illustrates the performance of total backlogged packets of each pilot reuse method vs the number of orthogonal pilot resources. An asymmetrical traffic model is considered as in the earlier case at the average traffic arrival rate of 5. In the Hybrid method, in comparison to perfect case the throughput loss is lesser than 5 packets/bit when the number of pilots is 12 . That is for utilizing a 71% lesser consumption of pilot resources. Thus, Hybrid scheme significantly improves the effectiveness of the pilot resources in comparison to the orthogonal scenario. In The Logarithmically weighted ISR based method, rate loss is around 8 packets/bits for the same number of pilots. Moreover, it performs much better as compared to Queue based method and Random method. However, all the pilot decontamination methods start to degrade their effectiveness when the number of orthogonal pilots is less than 12. Fig. 3 illustrates the performance of each pilot reuse method as the earlier case by considering symmetric traffic with the average traffic arrival rate A k for all users is equal to 5. By using symmetric traffic, we limit the traffic variation between users. However, the performance gain of the each method is quite similar to the earlier case. an asymmetrical traffic as in earlier cases ( Fig.1 and Fig. 2 ) at average traffic arrival rate of 5. However, we decrease the cell separation to 100m (Cell separation is 200m in Fig.1-3 ) in order to increase the interference in the channel estimation process. As the cells get closer, interfering BS-User distance are getting closer. Assuming the transmit power are same during UL channel training, this led to increasing the total interference at the network during channel estimation process. As expected, the Logarithmically weighted ISR based method performs badly as compared to Queue based method in heavy pilot reuse cases (more than 2 users share the same pilot). The reason could be assigning good pilots (overall channel estimation error is low) to zero traffic users and bad pilots (overall channel estimation error is high) to users with large buffers. The Hybrid method performs pretty well even for the number of pilots are less than 12.
VI. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we study the pilot decontamination for traffic aware multicell MIMO system. Transmit precoders at the BSs and combining receivers at the users are employed with the objective of weighted queue minimization. The original non-convex optimization problem is solved using successive convex approximation framework. In order to demote pilot contamination effect, several pilot reuse algorithms are proposed by using traffic and path loss details. Numerical results suggested that Hybrid method significantly improves the performance when compared to other methods. Pilot decontamination is improved when the correlation between the objectives of the beamformer design and the pilot reuse algorithm is higher. Having both traffic and path loss information is beneficial to mitigate the pilot contamination effect.
